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OUR COMMUNITY - WHERE EVERYBODY MATTERS

Introduction
Underpinned by the School’s mission, vision and values, the 2021 School Plan
provides the framework by which Golden Grove Lutheran Primary School will
enunciate key principles and directions, set specific objectives and outcomes and
establish targets against which implementation and progress can be reported. The
2021 School Plan has been collaboratively developed as a result of a shared reflection
process.
Building on our mission to provide a program of education which is
comprehensive and contemporary, embeds lifelong values, and encourages global
citizenship, within an inclusive Christ-centred community, the 2021 School Plan
details how this will be achieved in the context of contemporary education trends
and expectations. Whilst we are mindful that education will continue to evolve over
the course of the year, this School Plan gives us the necessary framework to ensure a
rewarding, exciting and productive 2021 for the Golden Grove Lutheran Primary
School.
School improvement requires a targeted and focused approach on key areas
within a school community. After careful consideration, a manageable set of priority
area has been selected to guide the School's improvement efforts over the year.
These improvement areas have been carefully referenced with the School's long term
Strategic Plan. The 2021 School Plan is a valuable tool to assist in driving continued
improvement in the quality of our practice at Golden Grove Lutheran Primary School.
The Growing Deep Framework has
been utilised to guide the development
of the School Plan. The Framework
assimilates best practice in school
leadership and improvement and aligns
it with the Lutheran faith and ethos of
education.

Our Mission

To provide a program of education which is comprehensive and contemporary,
embeds lifelong values, and encourages global citizenship, within an inclusive Christcentred community.

Vision for the Child

Foundational Values

The foundation of Lutheran education is the gospel of Jesus Christ which informs all
learning and teaching, all human relationships, and all activities.
Believe: To accept something as true, genuine, or real and to have a firm conviction
as to the goodness, or ability of something.
Collaborate: To work with another person or group in order to achieve or do
something.
Achieve: To become successful or to reach a goal by effort, skill or courage.

Core Pillars and Guiding Principles
Teaching and Learning
At GGLPS we believe that optimal learning for all occurs when:
• safe and respectful relationships are grounded in trust, communication and
collaboration
• high challenge learning design is differentiated to drive individual growth and
support wellbeing
• learning is relevant, engaging and significant and is constructed through conceptual
understanding and the process of inquiry
• the learner can confidently activate the relevant skills, habits and dispositions,
including critical and creative thinking for success now and in the future
• quality assessment and effective feedback practices empower reflective learners as
agents of their own learning

Partnerships
At GGLPS we believe that powerful partnerships occur when:
• relationships are respectful and trusting
• a clear purpose for the partnership is identified which is grounded in shared goals or
beliefs
• the partnership is consultative and collaborative, empowered and sustained by
responsive leadership, clarity of roles, and the development and resourcing of programs
• there is openness, honesty, and integrity in all communication and established action
• partnership goals and actions are regularly reviewed and provide for evidence growth
within the partnership

Organisational Sustainability
At GGLPS we believe that Organisational Sustainability is optimal when:
• The community owns a shared understanding of the School’s mission and vision
which is communicated with clarity and purpose
• The structures in place are well-defined and agile and are open to change to ensure
the goals, mission and vision are achieved
• The efficient allocation of resources, capital, financial and human, is responsive to
identified needs and strengths which contribute to a sustainable future
• There are clear, measurable and transparent goals which are monitored and reviewed
regularly, providing data, feedback and evidence to inform decision-making
• There are facilities which support the teaching and learning programme of the school

2021 Focus Areas


Learning
Growing Deep: Excellence in Learning
Our Academic program with IB PYP at its core,
aligned with best practice pedagogy, supports
students to achieve their best.

GOAL

STRATEGIC ACTIONS

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

High challenge learning design
is differentiated to drive growth
and support wellbeing

•

•

•

To explore and use best
practice in the teaching of
writing
Provision of professional
learning in Mathematics.

•
•

Learning is relevant, engaging
and significant and is
constructed through
conceptual understanding

•

The learner can confidently
activate the relevant skills,
habits and dispositions,
including critical and creative
thinking for success now and in
the future

•

Quality assessment and
effective feedback practices
empower reflective learners as
agents of their own learning

•

•

•

•

•

Identified changes in the
pedagogy and methodology
in the teaching of writing
Documentation written and
used by teachers
Program embedded in
practice

Implement feedback from
Evaluation visit in October
2020
The concept of student
agency further developed.

•

Development of mental
computation scope and
sequence
Develop a deep
understanding of Executive
functions

• Scope and sequence
developed
• Understanding used by
students and staff to support
learning

To fully explore the
functionality of Accelerus
for data analysis and use of
data to inform assessment
and planning
To intentionally discuss
collected data to inform
teaching and learning (eg.
PAT, NAPLAN) • Review of
Assessment and Reporting
policy
Explore alternate
assessment methods to PAT
for Foundation witH AISSA

•

•
•

•

IB PYP Action Plan
implemented
Practices embedded across
school
Engagement with Student
Agency Professional
Learning - AISSA and other
opportunities.

Regular use of Accelerus by
staff to inform planning
Data used to inform
teaching and learning in
cohorts and clusters with an
explicit focus on student
growth.

Caring
Growing Deep: Strengthening Lutheran
Identity
Student wellbeing, positive education, our partnership
with Golden Grove Lutheran Church, our Worship and
Chaplaincy programs nurture students in
understanding their identity, their values and their
capacity to contribute to our community.

GOAL

STRATEGIC ACTIONS

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

Safe and respectful
relationships are grounded in
trust, communication and
collaboration

•

Relaunch Be You Wellbeing
Program
Harmony Day (and home
culture) celebrated
R U OK Day celebrated
National Sorry Day,
Reconciliation Week and
NAIDOC Week
commemorated
Expanded use of the
Wellbeing room aligned with
Chaplaincy program
Consolidation of Circle time
and relationship building
exercises

•

Maintain open and
transparent dialogue with
Golden Grove Lutheran
Church (GGLC)
Further support the work of
the Ministry sub-committee

•

School Council reports
regularly to the school
community

•

Golden Time
Expand range of programs
and opportunities available
to students e.g, Space
Wattle, DaVinci Decathlon,
Band and Instrumental
Tuition programs
Planning for Choir in 2021

•

•
•
•

•

•

The school and congregation
enjoy a close and ever-growing
covenant partnership

•

•

The partnership with School
Council is consultative and
collaborative, empowered and
sustained by responsive
leadership, clarity of roles and
the development and
resourcing of programs

•

Students have the opportunity to •
engage in a range of co-curricular •
and personal interest programs

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Be You implemented across
the school
Formation and development
of parent ‘Be You’ team
Celebrations occur
Wellbeing room furnished
and used
Circle time and relationship
building exercises
embedded in practice
'Connect before content' opening of PLC in Term 1 to
include related provocations
School families are engaged
in a broader range of
activities and events
Regular engagement with
GGLC
Endorsement of updated
School Constitution
Interaction between the
school and congregation
occurs frequently and
intentionally - e.g. playgroup
Parents receive regular
reports via the newsletter,
during meetings and on-line
There is openness, honesty,
and integrity in all
communication and
established action
Annual student wellbeing
survey

Engaging
Growing Deep: Leading Effective
Organisation and Management
Facilities, both physical and ICT, are engaging for
learners and support the entirety of our curricular
and co-curricular offerings.

GOAL

STRATEGIC ACTIONS

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

The efficient allocation of
resources, capital, financial and
human, is responsive to
identified needs and strengths

To review and develop
strategies for future building
infrastructure projects

Roll out of Building Master Plan
consultation process
Recommendations tabled at
School Council

To upgrade ICT infrastructure
and resources

Implement findings of ICT
Review 2020 as appropriate

Upgraded internet connection
and WiFi, stronger use of cloudbased storage, development of
new, long-term ICT Roadmap

Update school policies and risk
register

Migration to use of
Complispace for policies and
risk management, and WHS

Policies updated and stored on
Complispace
Risk register updated

New Building Master Plan
process undertaken

Collaborating
Growing Deep: Building Community
Enhancing our culture of warmth, welcome and
engagement throughout our school and with our
communities, both local and international.
Connected Schools

GOAL

STRATEGIC ACTIONS

The community owns a shared
understanding of the school’s
mission and vision which is
communicated with clarity and
purpose

•

The strengths and successes of
the school are strongly
communicated to and
celebrated with the school and
wider community

•

Grow linkages with the
Connected Schools network
and embed a K - 12 philosophy

•

•

•

•

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

To communicate the vision
•
and strategic initiatives with
the school community (staff,
parents, congregation)
To embed the ‘Growing
Deep’ leadership framework •
across the school

Published School
Improvement Plan and
Strategic Directions and
corresponding Annual
Report and Handbooks
Growing Deep used for
discussions, strategic
initiatives and policies

Implementation of 2020
•
Marketing Review
Marketing sub-committee to
continue to develop the
most efficient and effective
strategy to promote the
•
School

Marketing strategy and
implementation of
marketing review is
monitored throughout the
year
Regular reports to Council
on strategies used for
marketing purposes

Continue to work with
Connected Schools to
improve student outcomes
through co-operative
student programs, staff
connections, marketing
strategies and opportunities
to share resources and
information
Endorse and actively
encourage the Connected
Schools partnership

Interactions between
GGLPS and Endeavour, as
well as our other Connected
Schools partners, are
frequent

•

The School will continue to
•
grow and strengthen our shared
partnerships with Asaroka and
Eisuggokan Elementary School
in Japan

Further connections with
•
Asaroka and Eisuugakkan for
curriculum based activities,
service learning and
alternative learning
programs

Regular communication
between GGLPS, Asaroka
and Eisuggokan, including
via Zoom where possible.

Strong, respectful and trusting
relationships with the local
community are enhanced

To work collaboratively with
and Wynn Vale PS
Celebrate the ethnic
diversity within the school
Work closely with P & F
Association
Further develop
relationships with local
kindergartens (Homestead,
Kozy Kids, Salisbury
Lutheran)
Grow our relationship with
Tea Tree Gully RSL subbranch, Rotary and local
MP’s and community leaders
and organisations.

Regular communication
between GGLPS and Wynn
Vale PS
Regular P & F meetings and
events
Visits occur between GGLPS
and the two kindergartens
Collaboration occurs with
external community
organisations and leaders.

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Inspiring
Growing Deep: Ongoing Improvement and
Innovation
Supporting our Golden Grove staff team in a sense of
achievement and fulfilment through achieving the
highest possible professional standards and spiritual
formation to in turn provide students with an inspiring,
engaging and tailored learning environment.

GOAL

STRATEGIC ACTIONS

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS

Teachers, and all school staff,
are supported in growing their
professional practice and
pedagogy

•

•

•

•

Investment in professional
learning, including
Mathematics and ICT
Opportunities for teacher
collaboration on PYP and
pedagogy, including
Spotlight Sessions
Professional learning is
provided in key priority
areas for the school - PYP
and AISSA

•

•

•

•
All school staff are supported in
engaging in ongoing spiritual
formation

•

•

•
Daily devotions, regular
bible studies and support
for Connect, Equip and
postgraduate study, as well
as engagement with the
LDP.
Continue existing spiritual
practices as a staff team due
to positive feedback.

Feedback from cluster
planning and meetings
Building broader networks
within and outside of the
school to grow PYP
Provision of professional
learning from IB and
associated networks
Opportunities to participate
in professional growth
processes - goal setting,
instructional rounds.
Reflection and evaluation on
professional learning
Feedback from spiritual
growth opportunities and
programs

